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1. (i) With the help of a flow diagram, discuss the three major parts of a manufacturing 

plannirig and control system. 

(ii) What are the order winning an.d order qualifying attributes? Give two examples of 

each in the service and manufacturing industries. 

(iii) Wagner Whitin algorithm for time varying deterministic demand is based on the 

following observation "Any optimal policy is a zero inventory ordering policy". 

Prove the statement 

(iv) Distinguish between time series and explanatory model of forecasting. Explain 

examples. 4x5=20 

2. (a) In the class, dynamic programming with Forward. recursion was used to determine lot 

size for time varying demand. It is also possible to use backward Recursion, i.e. start 

with the solution for period T. Given this solution determine the solution for period 

T-1, and T etc. The demand for a product over five periods is 25, 40, 40, 40 and 90 

units. The ordering cost is Rs.· 100 and holding cost Rs. 1 per unit and period. 
. . 

Determine batch quantities by using Backward recursion method 

(b) Consider a company facing a demand pattern and costs as follows 

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Demand 50 20 40 20 25 60 

6 

2+2=4 

Take the single item cost as Rs 5, the holding cost fraction as 0.2 of unit cost and set 

up cost as Rs 50. Determine the replenishment strategy using (i) Silver Meal heuristic 

(ii) Least unit cost heuristic 

3.(a) The factory has two ware houses and four distribution centers. Customer demand is 

satisfie.d by the distribution centers. Distributors forecast their demand on a monthly 

basis, at which time they place orders on the warehouse. Assume that each 

distributor has the following average monthly demand from its customers 
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Distributor Customer demand in units/month 

1 200 

2* 400 

3 300 

4* 440 

* Reorders during the middle of the month. Assume a month consists of 4 weeks 

The plant produces ·.in lot sizes of 1800 units and warehouse reorder in minimum 

quantities of 600 units to take advantage of transportation economies. Develop the DRP 

record for t!Ie:~two warehouses and the factory stock. 5 

(b) A supplier offers a manuf~cturer .an item at a 5 percent discount on order of 500 units or 

more ·and a 15 percent discount on order of 1000 units or more. Demand for the item is 

3075 units/year. If the ordering cost is Rs 50,-the basic unit price without discount is Rs. 

2 and inventory carrying rate is 0.2 Rs/Rs/ year, how often should the manufacturer order 

from the Sl.lpplier? What order quantity should be used? 5 

4. (a) An end item's demand forecasts for the next ten weeks are 30, 20,35,50, 25, 25, 0, 40; 

O, and 50 units. The current on hand inventory is 80 units. The order policy is to 

produce in lots of 100. The booked customer orders for the item starting with week 1 

are 22, 30, 15, 9;0, 0, 5, _3, 7and 0 units. At present there are no MPS quantities for this 

item .. The lead-time is two weeks. Develop an MPS for this end item. 

(b) Explain the significance of the following two terms in relation to MPS 

(i) Freezing ofMPS (ii) Available to promise order 

(c) Following is the MPS of two products 

Week No 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Product A 10 25 5 10 

ProductB 5 20 20 20 

3 

3 

4 

Two units of component C are required for the manufacture of end product ·A whereas 

only one unit of component C is required for end product B Construct the MRP record for 

component C given the following where yield rate of C is 90% . 

(i) Procuremen~ lead time =1 weeks (ii) Lot ~ize = 40 units 

(iii) Inventory balance at the start of week 1 = 20 

(iv) Schedule receipt at the beginning of week 1 = 25 

( v) Safety stock = 5 units 
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